
MY BEST DEAD FRIEND 
A joyful comedy from a heavy heart 

 

 

“Authentic and brilliant” - The Australia Times 

“Hilarious and refreshing” - Perth Arts Live 

“Extraordinary joys and sorrows, extraordinary rebellions and submissions” - 
The West Australian  

“Soaked in infectious humour and enigmatic personality… will touch your 

heart” - Theatrescenes 

“Keeps the theatre in a ripple of laughter” - The Pantograph Punch 
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This is a story about my best friends.  

Ok, no, this is actually mostly a story about me.  

 

December, 1998. Dunedin.  

High summer in a town where there isn’t a lot to do. 

This is a comedy about death, revolution, unfulfilled love, and a possum. 

 

 
 

Co-created by 

 Anya Tate-Manning  
(Hudson & Halls LIVE!, recipient of Best Supporting Actress- Wellington Theatre Awards 2016, David 

Carson-Parker Embassy Prize in Script Writing 2016) 

& 

Isobel MacKinnon  
(Soft’N’Hard, Force Field, recipient of Best Director - NZ Fringe Festival 2015,  

Best Director - Auckland Fringe festival 2018) 
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WHAT IS MY BEST DEAD FRIEND? 
My Best Dead Friend is a one-hour one-woman storytelling comedy theatre show based on real life 

events, performed by Anya Tate-Manning.  

 

It is unique contemporary New Zealand storytelling, pungently steeped in the history of Dunedin, 
and follows 18 year old Anya and her four best friends - a group of rebel geeks recently emancipated 

from the torturous shackles of high school.  

 

Restless and hopped up on reading Karl Marx they set out on a night of vigilante poetic justice on the 

streets of their hometown. In an attempt to liberate their conservative rugby-loving Dunedin, - with 

its toxic masculinity and lack of party invitations for unpopular high school kids - they take to the 

streets armed with chalk and the poetry of various New Zealand poets. Triumphantly, they chalk 

poetry across the streets of the sleepy town, from the University all the way to the Octagon, 

confident that the revolution will be incited once the workers rise in the morning and behold what 

has been done.  

 

Devastatingly, what these young idealists don’t realise is that a variety of municipal services occur in 

the magic hour just before dawn- including the street sweepers who come through on their sweepy 

little go-cart things, gently erasing just about every word...  

 

Interspersed throughout this story is a series of tragi-comedic scenarios told in the first person, 

taking place at a funeral in 2012. It’s the funeral of one of the friends. These anecdotes are often 

painfully funny, at times extraordinarily moving.  

 

Throughout these two narratives there is live chalk drawing that Anya draws across the enormous 

chalkboard set as part of her storytelling, and this accumulates over the course of the show into an 

enormous diagram of 1998 Dunedin, which is then swept over and erased at the climax of the show.  

 

As well as the poetry of Tuwhare, Baxter, Glover, Atwood and Bishop, there’s also an deep nostalgic 

obsession with the Backstreet Boys, the 90’s boyband with whom Anya, in 1998, was deeply in love 

(and let’s be honest, the more we perform this show, the more we discover that she was not the only 

one.)  

 

On top of this, the show is set to a beautifully curated intergenerational soundtrack encompassing 

The Verlaines, Leonard Cohen, Joni Mitchell, Tom Waits and of course, the BSB’s.  
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PERFORMANCE HISTORY 

My Best Dead Friend was performed in its earliest form at The Blue Room Theatre as part of Perth 

Fringe World in February 2016 where it was nominated for the West Australian Arts Editor Award. 

Following this, it underwent extensive redevelopment with dramaturg Jo Randerson and designer 

Meg Rollandi with funding from Creative New Zealand. Since then it has performed an Auckland 

season under the 2017 Matchbox Programme at Q Theatre, as well as a sold out Wellington season 

in March 2018. 

 

Nominated for the West Australian Arts Editor's Award  

at Perth FringeWorld 2016 
 

 

SEASONS TO DATE 

● Blue Room Theatre as part of Perth Fringe World 9-13 February 2016 

● Loft @ Q Theatre at part of Matchbox 12-22 July 2017 

● BATS Theatre as part of New Zealand Fringe Festival 5-9 March 2018 

 

 
SHOW AVAILABILITY: 

Late September 2018 onwards 
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TECHNICAL RIDER

 

STAGE DIMENSIONS & REQUIREMENTS 

The minimum playing space required is 7m wide x 5m deep. We would prefer a space with a black 

floor and tiered seating block so that sight lines are not an issue, as Anya utilises the floor as another 

surface to draw on.  

 

As there is audience participation throughout the show, audience members need to be able to access 

the stage safely and quickly.  

 

SET 

The set is made up of large free standing chalkboards - this comprises of 5 x standard flats measuring 

2400mm x 1200mm each. These flats are secured upright with French braces and sandbags. 

 

Company to provide:  

- 5 x flats 

- 6 x French braces 

- Screws and #2 square bit 

- Spare paint for touch ups 

 

Presenter to provide:  

- 7 x sandbags 

- Power drill  
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CLEANUP 

The stage floor is also utilised as a surface to draw on. It takes one hour maximum to clean with two 

people at the end of each show, and two hours for final clean up during packout.  

 

Presenter to provide: 

- 2 x mops and buckets 

 

Company to provide 

- Coca cola for the initial chalk cleaning (then will clean that away with water) 

 

LIGHTING 

The lighting utilises a general wash with some added specials, so can be lit with most standard 

general rigs.  

 

Presenter to provide:  

- General wash with toplight, frontlight and sidelight 

- Preferably two colour options for backlight (blue and amber) 

- 5 x dimmers and profile lights for adding specials 

 

Company to provide:  

- Lighting gels for specials 

 

SOUND 

Presenter to provide a stereo PA with subwoofer, if possible. 

Company to provide Macbook laptop with QLab show file. This runs both sound and AV. 

 

AV 

Presenter to supply: 

- a minimum of 4K lumens projector rigged FOH left pointing centre stage left 

- VGA or HDMI cable run to operators position - please have an adapter to fit a MacBook Mini 

Display port. 

 

SCHEDULE & CREW 

Presenter to provide 1 x venue technician to assist with set and lighting pack in, for approximately 4 

hours. We will require a full 10 hour day to pack in, plot and tech the show before opening.  

 

FRONT OF HOUSE 

The show is 1 hour, with no interval. Audience can enter the show up until 10 minutes in, after that 

we require a full lock out.  

 

TOURING PARTY 

3 total minimum - Anya, Isobel and a touring technician. Ideally the producer too, depending on the 

presentation location and timing. 
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THE ARTISTS

 
Anya Tate-Manning (performer) is a performer, director and writer based in Wellington, well-known 

in the NZ performing community for her knack for comedy. Anya joined Silo Theatre’s Hudson and 

Halls Live! In 2016 (winner Best Supporting Actress, Wellington Theatre Awards) and spent 2017 

touring with the wildly popular show throughout NZ. Anya is the founder of the longest running 

political satire show currently on NZ’s stages; Public Service Announcements, which started in 2010 

and is now a Wellington institution. She is a graduate of Toi Whakaari New Zealand Drama School 

and in 2016 she gained a Masters in Script Writing from the International Institute of Modern Letters, 

where she won the David Carson-Parker Embassy Prize.  

 

Isobel MacKinnon (director) is a multi-award winning director and performer trained at Victoria 

University of Wellington and John Bolton Theatre School. She is a member of critically acclaimed 

contemporary theatre company Binge Culture Collective, as well as collaborating independently with 

some of New Zealand’s most exciting artists to create original new theatre works. Most recently, 

Isobel has directed Jo Randerson and Thomas Lahood in Soft’N’Hard (Barbarian Productions) as well 

as creating and directing Force Field (Winner Best Director, AKLD Fringe Festival). Isobel spent 2017 

touring extensively with Capital E National Theatre for Children’s production of Waiata o Te Moana- 

Songs of the Sea. 

 

Meg Rollandi (performance designer) is a performance designer, visual artist and maker working 

across live performance, installation and performance art, audio visual and video, theatre and dance. 

In 2016 she has created works for The New Zealand Festival, The Performance Arcade and PARKing 

Day. Her work was exhibited in the New Zealand National Exhibit at the Prague Quadrennial of 

Performance Design and Space 2015. In 2014 she was awarded the Weta Workshop Set Designer of 

the Year for at the Chapman Tripp Theatre Awards in Wellington for WATCH which she designed and 

directed. She has designed numerous theatre and dance works that have toured to festivals across 
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New Zealand, Australia and later this year to Edinburgh. Meg teaches at the College of Creative Arts, 

Massey University (NZ).  

 

Jo Randerson (dramaturg) is a writer, director and social-entrepreneur. Jo’s published works include 

short-story collections The Spit Children and Tales from the Netherworld and plays such as Fold, The 

Lead Wait, and The Unforgiven Harvest. Winner of the Robert Burns Fellowship, an Arts Foundation 

New Generation Award and the Bruce Mason Award for Playwrighting, Jo’s most recent international 

collaborations were with visual artists Goldin+Senneby at the respective Paris, Moscow and Istanbul. 

 

Zanetti Productions (producer) presents innovative and ground-breaking creativity, with a focus on 
celebrating work that invigorates social change, celebrates otherness and sends audiences out into 
the world with a spark in their heart. Led by Lydia Zanetti, Zanetti Productions has quickly established 
itself as one of the most recognised and respected producing houses in New Zealand.  
 
In 2017 alone, Zanetti Productions had 21 opening nights, 11,177 bums on seats, $188,193 in ticket 

sales and over 30% of their audiences floating in international waters. This highlights the effect 

Zanetti Productions has on the industry in New Zealand, and the outreach it is facilitating to the 

world. Lydia has been to Edinburgh Festival Fringe across the last four years - including as a producer 

of 3 shows and associate producer on 3 more.  

 
In 2018, Zanetti Productions is producing a plethora of esteemed national and international artists in 
NZ and overseas including Julia Croft, Trick of the Light, Eleanor Bishop, Tessa Waters (AU), Anya 
Tate-Manning & Isobel MacKinnon, Stella Reid & Jane Yonge, Wilson Dixon, Johanna Cosgrove’s 
Aunty, as well as major cultural events such as Auckland Fringe. International tours include to 
Imaginate, Battersea Arts Centre, the Blue Room at Perth Fringe World, Singapore Fringe and 
Summerhall at Edinburgh Festival Fringe.  
 
Historically, Zanetti Productions has also worked with Michael Parmenter, Victor Rodger, Rose 
Matafeo, Binge Culture, James Nokise and Donna Brookbanks. 
 

CREDITS: 
Created by: Anya Tate-Manning and Isobel MacKinnon 

Performer: Anya Tate-Manning 

Director/Stage Manager: Isobel MacKinnon 

Performance Designer: Meg Rollandi 

Dramaturg: Jo Randerson 

Producer: Zanetti Productions 

Presenter line: Zanetti Productions presents 

 

Video link: https://vimeo.com/239717413 

Password: mybestdeadfriend  

Please note: this production is at Loft @ Q Theatre with 7 flats rather than the current version with 5. 
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Contact:  

Lydia Zanetti of Zanetti Productions  

Email: lydia@zanetti-productions.com 

Web: www.zanetti-productions.com  

Phone + WhatsApp: +64 27 341 3481  
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